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Children can touch, feel, and hear the noisy vehicles of the road, rails, sea, and sky in this engaging, sturdy board book.
Filled with appealing photographs, fun facts, tactile textures, and exciting vehicle sounds!
Discover and learn over 100 first words in this tactile board book, with rhyming text and touch-and-feel textures
throughout.
Child development specialists have shown that children learn best when they acquire knowledge through multiple
senses. Not only sight and sound, but touch as well, are critical elements in their development. Children love learning to
name objects, and they are in for a multisensory treat with this big book containing 150 words and 30 touch-and-feel
elements. Featuring many things familiar in a young child's world—a soft blanket, the smooth skin of a dolphin, a roughtextured sack—this generously oversized volume helps young readers build vocabulary and develop picture and word
associations. The perfect baby shower gift!
Invites young readers to feel the textures of animals, including puppies, elephants, starfish, and snails. On board pages.
Touch, feel and hear the sounds of the jungle in this interactive board book. Packed with appealing photographs, fun
facts, tactile textures and exciting animal sounds - little ones will experience the jungle like never before!
Introduce your baby to farm animals with touch and feel textures. Let them touch and learn about farm animals with fuzzy
ducklings, wooly lambs, ponies on shiny grass and more Encourage your baby to learn early concepts such as colours,
shapes and patterns as they turn each page. The easily recognisable images and labels will encourage recognition and
naming of objects while the textured format promotes sensory learning.
Featuring over 20 fabrics and textures, each page has a tactile centre-piece surrounded by images for children to
name.Touch the fabrics and look at the pictures for a great introduction to colours.
16 colourful picture cards designed to develop early language skills. Prompts on the back of each card provide extra
information and talking points.
From beloved author-illustrator Eric Carle comes this brand-new interactive board book that features sweet text about
baby love and touch-and-feel elements throughout! You’re my little bear cub Both playful and shy You’re my little baby
bird Together we will fly Loving parents throughout the animal kingdom dote on their little babies in this sweet novelty
book perfect for showing a baby how they are loved, whether by a parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle, or other caring figure
in a child’s life. With Eric Carle’s classic and colorful artwork and tender text that rhymes, this book is a perfect addition
to every Eric Carle collection!
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Exciting textures for little hands to feel, flaps to life, and die-cut finger tracks to follow make this a delightful book that
young children will want to read again and again. Meet adorable animal characters in a gentle rhyme that's perfect to
share.
Young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the baby animal sounds in this interactive, sturdy board
book designed for children ages 3 and up. Includes an on/off switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Touch, feel,
and hear the baby animals on every page of this interactive, sturdy board book, packed with appealing photographs,
tactile textures, and adorable baby animal sounds. Press the touch-and-feels to hear five realistic baby animal sounds,
with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again!
"Baby Touch and Feel I Love You is a fun DK baby book that helps little ones learn new words. With touchy-feely
pictures and word labels, it makes an ideal baby gift. Baby Touch and Feel I Love You contains stunning photos with foil
or textured areas that expand your baby's senses, while the simple visuals and labels promote language skills. From
shiny love hearts beside a little girl hugging her toy to a baby with a fleecy heart on his vest, you can introduce your baby
to the concept of love with touch and feel textures. All this is packed in a handy, small format that's just perfect for
preschoolers to hold, and helps develop their fine motor skills."
Keep a treasured record of baby's first year with this gorgeous journal, beautifully illustrated by Sarah Ward. With space
for pictures and room to record special moments and milestones, this sweet baby record book will ensure those precious
memories are never forgotten. Includes a gorgeous keepsake envelope and stylish elastic band closure to keep
everything safe inside.
For superbaby girls, here's the super-cool companion to My First Superman and My First Batman Books. Wonder
Woman joins her Justice League pals with her very own touch-and-feel book. There's no telling who will get a big thrill out
of tossing Wonder Woman's lasso, admiring her shiny gold cuffs and headband, or zooming through the sky in her
helicopter. Six fun touchables will amuse kids of all ages.
What a wonderful way for youngest learners to explore their world in a hands-on, multisensory way! A charming board
book that incorporates classic, high-quality touch-and-feel elements in a baby-friendly word book format. Whether it's
touching the soft, fuzzy fur of a little puppy or feeling the rough texture of a chick's newly hatched shell, each image will
immediately capture the attention of the very youngest child, stimulating inquisitiveness and an understanding of
essential concepts.
Teaches young readers the words for everyday objects.
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Young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the farm animal sounds in this interactive, sturdy board
book designed for children ages 3 and up. Includes an on/off switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Touch, feel,
and hear the farm animals in this sturdy board book. Engaging photographs and appealing textures encourage young
readers to explore the exciting world of farm animals. Press the touch-and-feels to hear five realistic farm animal sounds,
with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again!
It's a busy day for Spot and his friends as they each find something different to do. This picture book allows young
children to interact with Spot's world by exploring different textures and objects on each page. Shiny reflective pond
water, tree bark, and flower petals are featured.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of such things associated with a tractor as a wheel, trailer, lights, tracks, chunky
tires, and a shiny hood. On board pages.
A touch-and-feel board book about baby animals, with large peekaboo flaps and things to spot for babies six months and
older.Cuddle up with lots of cute creatures in My First Touch and Find: Baby Animals, from Campbell Books. Lift the giant
flaps to reveal the touchy-feely animals and lots of exciting textures. Feel the lamb's woolly fleece, the puppy's fuzzy
tummy, and the bunny's soft tail.Bright and friendly illustrations from Tiago Americo bring the scenes to life and, with
something to spot or count on every page, each colourful book in the My First Touch and Find series provides lots of fun
for older babies and toddlers.
Young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the truck sounds in this interactive, sturdy board book
designed for children ages 3 and up. Includes an on/off switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Touch, feel, and
hear the trucks on every page of this sturdy board book. Engaging photographs and appealing textures encourage young
readers to explore the exciting world of trucks. Press the touch-and-feels to hear five realistic truck sounds, with a button
on the last page to play all five sounds again!
A chunky touch and feel book based on the bestselling modern classic, The Gruffalo.
The book is a novelty board book that has brightly illustrated Hindu Gods with a simple text description about every
picture. It also has some unique touch and feel textures to keep kids more engaged.
Young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the animal sounds in this interactive, sturdy board book
designed for children ages 3 and up. Includes an on/off switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Touch, feel, and
hear the animals in this interactive, sturdy board book. Young readers will love to explore this engaging book, packed
with appealing photographs, fun facts, tactile textures, and exciting animal sounds! Press the touch-and-feels to hear five
realistic animal sounds, with a button on the last page to play all five sounds again!
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Children will love learning their numbers with this tactile board book, packed with colorful photographs of familiar
everyday objects! Young readers will improve hand-eye coordination by touching the appealing textures on each page.
Fun for fingers, eyes, and minds—whatever the weather! This new addition to the My First Touch and Feel series offers
high-quality touchable/textural elements to take baby from winter snow to summer sunshine. Feel a quilted fall coat, a
fuzzy-fleecy winter jacket, a slick yellow slicker for rainy spring, a striped t-shirt for a beachy summer day. This simple act
of touching creates connections between words and objects, descriptions and actions. The final spread offers a fun
matching game to test kids seasonal smarts! With just the right amount of text and bright, charming illustrations, it's fun
and learning—all at the tip of a tiny finger!
The first book every comic book geek Dad will want to read to his child! And the first-ever touch-and-feel Batman book.
Each of 6 spreads in this irresistibly cool package features classic Batman art and a special interactive feature. Budding
Batman fans can: · Lift-the-flap to uncover Batman’s alter-ego, Bruce Wayne · See a glow-in-the-dark Bat-Signal · Zoom
the Batmobile with a pull-tab · Swing Batman through Gotham City on a Batrope · Press buttons on Batman's computer ·
Look into a mirror to see Batman’s familiar little helper (complete with mask and Robin attire) Six touchables make for
endless entertainment for all ages!
Introduces young readers to the animals and objects that go in the water, in a book with insets of holographic foil and textured cutouts.
Young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the first words in this interactive, sturdy board book designed for
children ages 3 and up. Includes an on/off switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Touch, feel, and hear first words in this
interactive, sturdy board book, packed with photographs, tactile textures, and spoken words to help young readers develop simple
vocabulary. Six spoken words with sounds are included along with many photographs of first words.
A very first numbers book for babies and toddlers. A follow up to My Frist Touch & Feel Alphabet.
Babies will love exploring the world of farm animals through this fun 'touch and feel' board book, perfect for very young children.
The small, padded book is ideal for little hands to hold and the pages are full of tactile areas to explore. Packed with adorable fullcolour photos of farm animals, this book will entertain babies time and time again.
Take a trip to the Jungle! Lift the giant flaps to reveal the jungle animals and touch lots of exciting textures. Feel the toucan's
smooth bill, the crocodile's bumpy skin and the tiger's stripy fur. Bright and friendly illustrations from Tiago Americo bring the jungle
scenes to life and, with something to spot or count on every page too, each colourful book in the My First Touch and Find series
provides lots of fun for older babies and toddlers. Also available in this tactile series: Dinosaurs, Park, Farm, Zoo, Sea, London.
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